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Elimination Round Results in Division Two: JV CX

Octafinal Round Results
Milton BL (Neg) defeated Chattahoochee GH 3-0
Harker ES (Neg) defeated Pace CC 2-1
Chattahoochee RC (Neg) defeated Kempsville CW 2-1
Vestavia DZ (Aff) defeated Milton HS
MBA LM (Neg) defeated Harker LM
University School CF (Aff) defeated Pine Crest KV
Henry LG (Neg) defeated Vestavia GX
Blacksburg SG (Aff) defeated George Walton HJ

Quarterfinal Round Results
Milton BL (Aff) defeated Blacksburg SG 3-0
Henry LG (Neg) defeated Harker ES 3-0
Chattahoochee RC (Neg) defeated University School CF 2-1
Vestavia DZ (Aff) defeated MBA LM 3-0

Semifinal Round Results
Milton BL (Neg) defeated Vestavia DZ 3-0
Henry LG (Aff) defeated Chattahoochee RC 2-1

Final Round Results
Henry LG & Milton BL in room Tribble A203

Castle, Maggie
Lamballe, Alex
Packer, Joe
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